
INDEPENDANT HEROES
Aquatic Aussie (Michael Donovan): An Australian mutant who has the ability to control water. The Aquatic Aussie (or, AA as he goes by now) can sink battleships within minutes. Now if only he could come up with a better name... 
Baron, Lance: Little is known about Lance Baron save that he is a high level covert operative and a powerful psionic..
Blank (Dr. Frederick Reynolds): Once your standard secret government scientist type. Dr. Frederick Reynolds' life was forever changed when his prototype invisibility field generator exploded, exposing him to radiation which has made him invisible. He cannot yet return to full visibility, but he is gradually becoming able to achieve more visible states.
Blitz (Dennis Hawke): Mutant speedster who also possesses the ability to manipulate the physical structure of metals.
Bloodbath: Not only is Bloodbath the only known being composed entirely of "living blood", but he is the only known obsessive compulsive living blood creature. Even though his natural state is a semi-gelatinous blood mass, Bloodbath spends most of his time solidified into a human form.
Cobra (real name unknown):  An Irish Progeny who works as a freelance agent. A combination of phasing powers, metahuman agility augmented by martial training, tricked out gear, and his "Cobra Stare" make him a deadly enemy.
Cranium: A powerful psionic with a very large cranium. To conceal his head shape, he grew an afro. Luckily he has a love of the 70's. Possibly the only government sponsored mega-psionic to go into battle wearing a leisure suit.
Croc: An Australian mutant whose body is covered with thick green scales. He is actually capable of assuming a human form, but rarely chooses to do so. It has been speculated that he is rejecting his humanity, and that he is now psychologically incapable of assuming human form again.
Dr. Shadow: Dr. Shadow is one of the world's more unusual supervillains. At first glance, with his trademark tattered white lab coat and the assortment of fancy gadgets and weapons he usually has clipped to his costume he seems like your typical tech-hero. Then his eyes flash red and the fangs pop out. It's not known exactly how old Dr. Shadow is, but he was a supervillain battling Highwayman and Vigilance in the 1930's, and it's a safe bet that he was around long before that. Exactly what prompted this one-time villain to become a hero (or if he is really sincere) is not yet known.
Flare: Assumed by many to be a mutant who can assume flame form, in reality, Flare is a being of living fire. It is not normal fire, however, as what it touches burns only if Flare wishes it to. Also, while water and flame retardant can damage Flare, the creature is highly resistant o being put out.
Flicker (Teri Price): A mutant with the power to generate intense vibrations. Flicker can generate vibrations concentrated enough to allow her to pass through some substances and even to teleport short distances. In battle she is calm and confident, but when not fighting supervillains, she tends to be shy and reserved.
Golden Eagle (Bradley Fox): Once he was an Air Force pilot. Now, after a highly classified experiment, Bradley Fox is effectively the whole damn fighter. His high-energy force field not only protects him from most weaponry, but also allows him to fly at supersonic speeds and project blasts of destructive force.
Gunner (Matthew Williams): The Highwayman's partner, and one of the USA's top marksmen. Aside from providing cover-fire and fighting alongside the legendary Highwayman, Gunner has the even more daunting task of watching out for him when his mind starts to really go.
Hyper: An impetuous human Progeny. She is the recipient of a process derived from that which created the alien being Kralix!
Highwayman, The: An immortal, and insane, wanderer. The Highwayman is an exiled alien, but he can revert to a more human looking alien form. His neurostatic implants make him totally immune to telepathy, but at the cost of his sanity. The Highwayman has no real powers, but is an expert at rigging vehicles to be deadly war machines, and makes good use of his alien martial training and technology.
Kralix: Tylokian Relklat and the very first Progeny. His body was reinforced making him virtually indestructible and inhumanly strong and fast, but the process has so destabilized his genetic structure that he must bathe for weeks in the distilled genetic material of his human victims. Kralix is a ruthless killing machine whose name has become synonymous with death. he has no real agenda of his own, and is a killer for hire.
Latham, Roland: An Englishman with unspecified powers, presumably of a psychic nature.
The Narzak: The Narzak are a mysterious "race" of robots. They live in giant worldships. Their society is controlled by gigantic space station/computer arrays. While the Narzak robots have a wide variety of body types, most outsiders who meet them meet the android Narzak. Once they were a great power with millions of worldships, now, after a great war lost to the sands of time, their numbers are shattered, but they are rebuilding. While not interested in conquest of the organic empires they share the galaxy with, they have been known to destroy entire worlds to protect the secrecy of their Narzak design.
Ne-Viklo, Garlon: If James Bond was an alien, he would be Garlon Ne-Viklo. Garlon, in addition to being a top trained intelligence operative, also has several sophisticated gadgets, the most notable of which are his two robot eyes, which can function as normal eyes, or leave his head and transform into robot spiders.
Nemesis: Nemesis uses a matter repulsion power in battle to repel or pummel her opponents as well as to fly. She is strong, but she often has difficulty because her power is unfocused and she tends to take unnecessary risks.
 Paragon (Clayton Hale PhD): Paragon is the ultimate self-made man. A brilliant biochemist and geneticist, Clayton created the process which he used on himself to enhance his speed, strength and agility to inhuman levels. The process also enhanced his natural charisma into a powerful hypnotic effect and damaged his sanity.
Rainesford, Eric: Roland Latham's bodyguard.
Rampart (Dave Williams): A promising electronic engineer, Dave Williams has an even more amazing talent. He can absorb electricity and convert it into mass. He discovered this when one of his electronics projects short circuited.
Sharpshot: The only non-powered human fighting for the Enforcers. Sharpshot is an ace with almost any type of gun. She loves to fight and it shows.
Shifter (Rel-Xen, Slan, AKA Stan Rollins): Alien mutant with the ability to adopt metal, rubber, and crystal forms.
Synth (Lon Vil-Xen): Tylokian Relklat mutant whose body is gradually becoming more and more synthetic. Possesses vast strength and resistance to damage.
Tal-Lorvek, Ig: A tragic tale. Once, he was Tylok's top defender, as well as a noted businessman. Over five centuries ago, he recevied the Progeny treatment once given to Kralix. Then, almost a century ago, the treatment began to wear off. After so long as an immortal, the idea of losing his powers and gradually succumbing to death has driven him mad, and he will go to any extreme to restore his power and youth permanently.
Talon: Talon keeps his past a mystery, but it is known that he is not of this Earth. He is a member of a Tylokian race called the Vorklat, and he possesses their trademark force-field wings and weapons (in his case, a force field "talon" appears over each hand.
Variant (Keith Jett): Variant is unpredictable and sometimes unreliable, much like his randomly shifting powers.



